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BUILDING
YOUR
DEFENSES
Information Security threats—and the heightened need

ASSESS

DESIGN

MAINTAIN

IMPLEMENT

for detection and elimination skills—put organizations
at greater risk than ever before.
ASSESS

Information Security Officer (CISO) to analyze threats,

 Enterprise risk assessment
 Full information security program assessment
 Ad-hoc testing

create security plans, and ensure compliance. For
organizations without the resources to appoint their
own CISO, there is another strong option.

DESIGN

BTB Security’s long-standing CISO Advisory Practice
has helped clients implement and maintain practical,
effective information security programs that are

MAINTAIN
 Oversight & accountability defined
 Metrics & oversight reporting
 Periodic review, upkeep & improvement

commensurate with risk and aligned to business
tools or solution implementation. We partner with
clients to provide executive leadership, effective
communications, and thorough review of key metrics—
making outcomes valuable and practical without the
need for in-house personnel.

IMPLEMENT





Operational ownership defined
Documented processes
POC / Pilots
Transition plans to operationalize
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strategy. CISO advisors offer more than just simple

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

TRUST YOUR INFORMATION
SECURITY PROGRAM TO
QUALIFIED EXPERTS

 Risk-based approach
 Practical, effective security measures
 Stakeholder engagement & effective communication
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Larger organizations often have a dedicated Chief

A CISO Advisory engagement provides a strong
footing in managing Intellectual Property (IP)

CISO ADVISORY PRACTICE

ELEVATE YOUR
INFORMATION SECURITY
PROGRAM & GET
STRONG RESULTS

protection, enhancing data security, cloud strategy,
and effectively extending information security
standards and capabilities across your organization.
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We can help clients establish an all-new information
security program or integrate new capabilities into
existing processes. In addition, we provide access
to many other BTB Security services—including
penetration testing, vulnerability assessment, and
security reviews.

YOUR ENGAGEMENT WILL INCLUDE
 Dedicated on-site and off-site time
with a BTB Security CISO advisor
 Comprehensive information security
program review and roadmap
development
 Vendor security program
development and completion of
targeted assessments

 Access to BTB Security resources
for penetration testing and technical
assessments

 Executive dashboards for
information security metrics
reporting

 Security awareness campaigns that
include training, messaging, signage,
and more

 Aligning security practices to
strategy and business priorities

 Information security policy
development and review

initiatives, our CISO Advisory provides an executive
dashboard that allows clients to see their real-time
whether as a stand-alone engagement or made even
stronger when paired with RADAR—our Managed
Detection & Response (MDR) program.
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information security posture and emerging trends—
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With management readouts and sustainability
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QUALITY
METRICS &
TRANSPARENT
DASHBOARDS

 Navigating audits and regulatory
compliance

